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GENETIC TECHNOLOGIES AND HUMAN CLONING 
 
Introduction – The Human Genome Project (now completed) raises questions about the 
substance view of personhood, especially given the reality of genetic testing, cloning 
(human and otherwise), and prenatal testing.  
 
I. Personhood and Human Genetics 

 
A. Human genome and identity 

1. Physicalists argue from HGA that identity is reduced to genome  
a. Supported by fact that many mental disorders are genetic 
b. Implies genetic information stored on disc would be identical with 

persons 
c. Assumes genetic reductionism of personhood (some physicalists even 

would reduce social problems to genetic traits) 
d. Implies determinism, thus no libertarian free will 

2. TSDs argue that genome is an expression of soul 
a. Personhood not reducible to physical features 
b. Biological facts are insufficient bases for answering metaphysical 

questions (applying wrong tool (biology) to question (philosophical)) 
c. Physicalists assume direct causal relationship between genetic code 

and physical features; but genes are not causes of specific features, 
but rather provide a range of possibilities 

i. Physical traits: weight, general health 
ii. Mental traits: behavioral patterns 
iii. Genetically identical twins different in several ways 

 
B. Previously untreatable diseases now treatable via gene therapy 

 
C. Therapies 

1. Germ-line therapy – genetic alterations “permanent” and passed on to 
next generation 

2. Somatic-cell therapy – genetic alterations “temporary” and only affect 
individual (not generational line) 
 

D. Eugenics 
1. highly problematic, as it forbids or discouraging some people from having 

children on the basis of genetics 
2. “Designer babies” – problematic, as it suggests basis for loving children is 

function rather than form or that some children are more desirable than 
others 

3. Seems to entail discrimination against certain traits/individuals 
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II. Personhood and Human Cloning 
 

A. Blastomere separation: First human cloning accomplished in 1993 – 
embryonic cloning (did not survive more than ten days) 
 

B. Somatic-cell nuclear transfer – adult cells placed in egg that has had its 
nucleus removed and allowed to grow 

1. Method used to produce “Dolly”  
2. No attempt yet to clone human being due to technical limitations, but 

some organizations are experimenting with methods to produce 
embryonic stem cells 
 

C. Strictly, persons are not cloned; rather, genetic material is duplicated. Result 
would be two persons with identical genetic information (producing delayed 
identical twins) 
 

D. Some areas of concern in human cloning:  
1. Ethical: parental identification and rights, personal right to unique genetic 

information, impact on the notion of family, prevention against abuses to 
process (e.g., cloning for organ harvesting), prevention of process 
resulting in practice of eugenics 

2. Theological: “playing God,” violation of human dignity, violation of natural 
procreation 

3. Ontological: 
a. Would clone be a person? Consensus: yes 
b. Do cloned persons have souls?  

i. If no soul, not a person 
ii. “Soulless persons” do not exist; oxymoron 
iii. All living humans have souls in virtue of being alive; cloned living 

humans would be alive, and would therefore have souls 
c. How are such souls transmitted from “parent” to “child”? (technically, 

from old sibling to new sibling) 
i. On Thomistic creationism, a new soul is simply created at the 

moment the clone comes into existence 
ii. On Traducianism, cells with soulish potentialities are reproduced 

and separated, and when the proper physical parameters are met, 
those potentialities are actualized (it may be that all cells of some 
soulish potentialities!) 
 

III. Personhood and Prenatal Genetic Testing 
 

A. Commonality of pre-natal testing 
1. Ultrasound 
2. Alpha-fetoprotein test 
3. Amniocentesis 
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B. Appropriateness of testing 
1. Benefits 

a. Sense of bonding (esp. in ultrasound) 
b. Increase sense of humanity of unborn 
c. Early detection of problems for possible correction 
d. Early detection of problems for counseling 

2. Concerns 
a. Some highly invasive 
b. Some carry risk to child (1-2% of miscarriage) 
c. Make abortions more likely—suggest discrimination against disabled 

 
C. Three points at which personhood is raised 

1. At ultrasound – makes evident humanity of unborn children 
2. At amniocentesis – professional community recommends abortion of 

disabled children 
3. At possibility of in utero gene therapy – highly invasive; mother’s moral 

obligation to her child outweighs bodily autonomy (on TSD view) 


